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YOUNG ADULT BOOKS:

ALWAYS ISN’T FOREVER
From New York Times bestselling author
J.C. Cervantes comes a sparkling,
unforgettable YA romance, perfect for
fans of You’ve Reached Sam.
Best friends and soul mates since they were
kids, Hart Augusto and Ruby Armenta were
poised to take on senior year together when
Hart tragically drowns in a boating accident.
Absolutely shattered, Ruby struggles to
move on from the person she knows was her
forever love.
Hart can’t let go of Ruby either…. Due to
some divine intervention, he’s offered a
second chance. Only it won’t be as simple as
bringing him back to life—instead, Hart’s
soul is transferred to the body of local bad
boy.
When Hart returns to town as Jameson, he
realizes that winning Ruby back will be
more challenging than he’d imagined. For
one, he’s forbidden from telling Ruby the
truth. And with each day he spends as
Jameson, memories of his life as Hart begin
to fade away.
Though Ruby still mourns Hart, she can’t deny that something is drawing her to Jameson. As
much as she doesn’t understand the sudden pull, it can’t be ignored. And why does he remind
her so much of Hart? Desperate to see if the connection she feels is real, Ruby begins to open
her heart to Jameson—but will their love be enough to bridge the distance between them?
Coming June 6, 2023

FLIRTING WITH FATE
“With playful banter, well-drawn
intergenerational familial relationships, and a
delightfully atmospheric meet-cute, Cervantes’
romantic tale will charm readers in search of a
little magic.” — Publisher’s Weekly

Ava Granados will never forgive herself for
being late to her beloved Nana’s deathbed.
For generations, blessings have been passed
to the women in her family upon death, but
due to a freaky flash flood that left Ava in a
fender bender with a mysterious boy, she
arrived seconds too late to for Nana’s
blessing—instead, all she gets is the wash of
regret on her sisters’ faces.
Until Nana pops up with a challenge from
beyond the grave. As it turns out,
Nana did give Ava a blessing, but it missed,
landing with the boy from the night of the
storm. If Ava can’t straighten out the
mistake, Nana will linger as a ghost forever,
which she’s not exactly excited about. To
help her on her quest, Ava will have her two
older sisters and Nana’s rather bumbling
spiritual guide, Medardus, who is, of all
things, the patron saint of teeth.
For solitary Ava, being asked to befriend some random boy is the last thing she wants to do.
She’s gotten along just fine being wary and protecting her heart; keeping people at a distance is
a great way to ensure no one ever hurts you. But as Ava and the gang embark on their mission
to retrieve Nana’s blessing, she starts to wonder if what she might gain by getting close to
thunderstorm boy is worth the risk.

YOUNG ADULT BOOKS (continued):

FRACTURED PATH: THE MIRROR
QUARTET
A magical heirloom—a devastating curse—
follow one family over several generations.
1965—San Francisco, California
The 1960s are bursting with music and
movement and love in San Francisco, perfect
for a budding artist like Blake.
Unfortunately, she feels barred from the art
world by both her gender and her multiracial heritage, making it tough to land an
internship that could put her on the map.
That, plus the fact that Blake’s family has
been notoriously riddled with bad luck,
makes her feel like she can’t catch a
break. Things only get worse when Blake
starts to have ominous, confusing visions
that grow stronger and more frequent,
prompting Blake’s aunt and uncle to tell her
about a long-lost family heirloom that could
be the key to everything. Fueled by the
ambiguous clues in her visions, Blake sets
out on a journey through the city to retrieve
her ancestors’ legendary mirror. But Blake is not the only one looking for it. Soon she must
attempt to unleash her own dormant powers . . . or else risk all she holds dear.

MIDDLE GRADE BOOKS:

THE LORDS OF NIGHT: A
SHADOW BRUJA NOVEL
“This volume sizzles with madcap fun,
interweaving icons and figures from Mayan
and Aztec mythology with dizzying results.
The author excels at making these gods and
goddesses cool and familiar. In the second
half, many truths kept from Ren fall into
fabulous place, spiraling into an exciting
cliffhanger. This duology opener is
accessible to readers who are new to this
world. An engrossing, god-filled delight.”
— Kirkus Reviews
Fourteen-year-old Renata Santiago is the
most powerful godborn of them all, a bruja
with the ability to manipulate shadows and a
magical rope that controls time. Ren is also a
girl with ordinary hopes and dreams. She’s
always been convinced that there’s a
connection between aliens and the Maya
civilization, and she wishes her blog about
extraterrestrial activity would garner more
respect.
When Ren receives an email about a
possible alien sighting in Kansas, she thinks it could be her chance to prove her theory. It could
also mean that the cinco—five renegade godborns—are up to no good. Soon Ren finds herself
embroiled in a quest to prevent the troublemakers from awakening the nine Aztec Lords of
Night and overthrowing the Maya gods. None of Ren’s usual friends are available to help,
including her bestie Ah Puch, the god of death, so Ren has no choice but to team up with two
strangers: Edison, a teen demon hybrid, and Montero, an eleven-year-old Aztec hunter. Will this
oddball trio have what it takes to succeed? This isn’t just another challenge. It could well be an
impossible one that leaves Ren questioning her very existence.

MIDDLE GRADE BOOKS (continued):

THE STORM RUNNER
“Fantastic and villainous creatures from
[Maya] folklore combine with clever
realistic, and heartwarming characters. A
page-turning and well-written trip into the
world of [Maya] mythology.” — School
Library Journal (starred review)
A contemporary adventure based on Maya
mythology from Rick Riordan Presents!
Zane Obispo spends every day exploring the
sleeping volcano in his backyard. “The
Beast,” as he calls it, is the one place where
he can escape other kids, who make fun of
him because he has a limp and walks with a
cane. But his life is about to be turned
upside down.
Feisty heroes, tricky gods, murderous
demons, and spirited giants are just some of
the pleasures that await in this fresh and
funny take on Maya mythology, as rich and
delicious as a mug of authentic hot
chocolate.
Teachers Guide for The Storm Runner Trilogy

MIDDLE GRADE BOOKS (continued):

THE FIRE KEEPER
“Cervantes has written an excellent sequel,
gearing readers up for big battles in the
future. The story’s cast has grown
considerably, but the characters are all
distinct and relatable in their own ways.
Don’t miss it if you like gods and
monsters.” — Booklist
Zane Obispo’s new life on a beautiful
secluded tropical island, complete with his
family and closest friends, should be perfect.
But he can’t control his newfound fire skills
yet (inherited from his father, the Maya god
Hurakan); there’s a painful rift between him
and his dog ever since she became a hell
hound; and he doesn’t know what to do with
his feelings for Brooks. One day he
discovers that by writing the book about his
misadventures with the Maya gods, he
unintentionally put other godborn children at
risk. Unless Zane can find the godborns
before the gods do, they will be killed. To
make matters worse, Zane learns that
Hurakan is scheduled to be executed. Zane
knows he must rescue him, no matter the
cost. Can he accomplish both tasks without the gods detecting him, or will he end up a
permanent resident of the underworld?
In this cleverly plotted sequel to The Storm Runner, the gang is back together again with
spirited new characters, sneaky gods, Aztec royalty, unlikely alliances, and secrets darker than
Zane could ever have imagined. Secrets that will change him forever.

MIDDLE GRADE BOOKS (continued):

THE SHADOW CROSSER
“Action-packed and entertaining.” —
Kirkus Reviews
THE SHADOW CROSSER is a tale of
mystery, magic, and mayhem featuring gods
from both Maya and Aztec mythology.
Zane Obispo has been looking forward to his
training at the Shaman Institute for Higher
Order Magic, and not only because it means
he’ll be reunited with his best friend, Brooks.
Anything would be better than how he has
spent the last three months: searching for the
remaining godborns with a nasty demon who
can sniff them out (literally). But when Zane
tracks down the last kid on his list, he’s in for
a surprise: the “one” is actually a pair of
twins, and they’re trying to prevent a
mysterious object from falling into the wrong
hands.
After a shocking betrayal, Zane finds himself
at SHIHOM sooner than expected. Even more
Shocking is the news that the Maya gods have
gone missing. The bat god, Camazotz, and
Ixkik’ (aka Blood Moon) have taken them out of commission . . . and the godborns are their
next target. The only thing the villains need now? The object that the twins possess.
Zane knows the godborns aren’t strong enough yet to stand up to Zotz, Ixkik’, and their army.
There might be a way to save the gods, but it involves locating a magical calendar that can see
across time and space . . . not to mention traveling more than thirty years into the past.
In The Shadow Crosser, Zane and his friends embark on their most treacherous mission yet–a
mission that, with one blunder, could change history as we know it, and worse, destroy the
universe.

MIDDLE GRADE BOOKS (continued):

TORTILLA SUN
“[A] strong debut….Cervantes fills her
story with mystical possibilities- talking
with spirits, hearing what the wind
whispers, gathering powerful herbs by
moonlight- but also with the inescapable
realities of illness, death, and mourning.
The result is an imaginative yet grounded
novel.”
—Publisher’s Weekly
When twelve-year-old Izzy spends the
summer in her Nana’s remote New Mexico
village, she discovers long-buried secrets
that come alive in an enchanted landscape of
majestic mountains, whispering winds, and
tortilla suns. Infused with the flavor of the
southwest and sprinkled with just a pinch of
magic, readers are sure to find this heartfelt
story as rich and satisfying as Nana’s
homemade enchiladas.

ANTHOLOGIES:

THE CURSED CARNIVAL AND
OTHER CALAMATIES
Best-selling author Rick Riordan presents
ten new stories–including one of his own–
about beloved heroes that sprang from the
imaginations of some of the best middle
grade authors working today.
“I hope you enjoy your trip through the
multiverse mansion as much as I did. The
real danger is that once you start exploring
all the wonders herein, you may want to stay
forever.”–Rick Riordan
A cave monster . . . an abandoned demon . . .
a ghost who wants to erase history . . . a
killer commandant . . . These are just some
of the challenges confronting the young
heroes in this highly entertaining anthology.
There’s something for everyone in this
collection of fast-paced and funny adventure
stories that show what it takes to be a hero in
any time, setting, and universe.

ANTHOLOGIES (continued):

RECLAIM THE STARS: 17 TALES
ACROSS REALMS AND SPACE
From stories that take you to the stars, to
stories that span into other times and realms,
to stories set in the magical now, Reclaim
the Stars takes the Latin American diaspora
to places fantastical and out of this world.
Follow princesses warring in space,
haunting ghost stories in Argentina,
mermaids off the coast of the Caribbean,
swamps that whisper secrets, and many
more realms explored and unexplored; this
stunning collection of seventeen short stories
breaks borders and realms to prove that
stories are truly universal.
Reclaim the Stars features both bestselling
and acclaimed authors as well as two new
voices in the genres: Vita Ayala, David
Bowles, J.C. Cervantes, Zoraida Córdova,
Sara Faring, Romina Garber, Isabel Ibañez,
Anna-Marie McLemore, Yamile Saied
Méndez, Nina Moreno, Circe Moskowitz,
Maya Motayne, Linda Raquel Nieves Pérez,
Daniel José Older, Claribel A. Ortega, Mark
Oshiro and Lilliam Rivera.
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